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Name: Imuraan

Age: 30

Nationality: South African

Gender: Male

Currently living
in Thailand:

No

Available to start
as soon as
posible:

Yes

Write or paste
self-intro or
cover letter or
resume here.:

Dear teacher team and hiring manager, 
I am writing to express my interest in a teaching position with your organization. As you can see from the
work experience described in my attached resume, I have extensive experience teaching English as a
second language to students from a wide variety of backgrounds, ages, and skill levels. Over the course of
the past several years, I have provided quality English language instruction both in my home in South
Africa and internationally in schools located in Thailand and Korea. 
In addition to delivering lessons to students in the classroom, my prior work experience has included
responsibility for a number of other related tasks as well. I have experience in designing curriculum and
preparing lesson plans, as well as organizing extracurricular activities to provide students with additional
opportunities for learning and socializing. The most notable of these extracurriculars involved planning and
organizing a book club for English language learners to allow them to access English language literature
and practice their skills with other students in the program. 
My eventual intention is to become a licensed teacher so that I can expand my professional abilities and
develop more opportunities to teach students how to use the English language proficiently. As a teacher, I
am passionate about instruction and learning, patient, and culturally aware of the backgrounds of my
students and co-teachers. My philosophy is that the time the students spend in the classroom should be
both enjoyable and instructive, since this is the best way to ensure that the students remain engaged and
highly motivated to learn and participate in classroom activities. 
I hope to have the opportunity to collaborate with your team in providing fun, exciting learning opportunities
to your students, and I look forward to your reply.
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